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l�s to its possessor. There are persons whose keen A workman lJlade a hollow mill for turning fixed 
observation detects readily the need of improve- studs on a casting. The hole in the mill was three
ment in some crude device, or whose capacity suggests quarters of an inch diameter and two and a quarter 
some new thing or better method, but who are unable inches deep. The mlll was made from a round bar, 
to devise the one or to give form to the other. Lack two and a quarter inches diameter, as the radial teeth 
of persistence, cowardice in the face of discouragement, on the end were to face up a bearing more than two 
want of mechanical experience, ignorance of natural inches diameter at the bottom of the stud as well as to 
laws, one or all combine to bar the road to success. If turn the stud. All around the hole there was three
the time and talent misspent on attempts to achieve quarters of an inch of solid metal. The piece was 
perpetual motion had been directed to some possible heated over an open charcoal fire, and dipped perpen
improvement, the advance in mechanical art would be dicularly in the bath to a depth of about three-quar
greater than it is. There are mechanics who ridicule tel's of an inch, the remaining heated portion being re-
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the idea of discovering the means of perpetual motion, lied upon to draw the hardened end. But the tool 

One copy.one year.postage inclnded ........... ........................ $320 who are not ashamed to employ their time and skill on cracked more than half way around. A second mill 
One copy. six months, postage included ................................. 1 60 an absurdity fully as ridiculous. There is a bright me- shared a similar but worse fate, for on withdrawing 
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chanic, somewhat of an inventor in a small way, living it from the bath a broken portion was left behind, the 
iu an Eastern city, who has been for several months mill having cracked entirely around. A pinhole was 
trying to produce a road vehicle that shall run by drilled in a third tool near the bottow of the hole and 
weight, or by two weights, depending on the motion of the hardening was successful, the mirtute hole being a 
the vehicle itself to wind up the weights as they run vent. 
down. Sometimes a piece of cast steel is so massive that 

His idea is that the motion of the vehicle on the road while it may be heated clear through-the heating be
is a gradual accumulation of power-a reservoir of ing a gradual process-the hardening, being sudden 
force, like the flywheel of an engine-and that this cooling. chills the od\side while the inside is still at a 
force may be utilized to give out power sufficient to re- ,considerable degree of heat. In such cases, a fracture 
wind the weights as often as they run down. His may be expected, caused by the expansive force of the 
model, which is a very workmanlike toy, runs over a interior heat on the chilled and brittle merior shell. 
smooth floor with great velocity, and the momentum Such an instance was afforded by the breaking of a 
of its speed does suffice partially to wind up the operat- solid steel tap, three and a half inches diameter, in 
ing weight, and thus gives it another (somewhat feeble) hardening. The tap was cut to a pitch of eight to the 
start from a' condition of almost rest. The mechanic inch, and finished. A piece from the lower end, two 
hopes to give greater force to the winding-up arrange- inches long, broke square off in the bath. The appear
ment, and make his self-propelled vehicle successful ance of the fracture indicated that absolute hardening 
over city streets and good roads. had extended slightly beyond the bottom of the teeth, 

His belief iIi the power of mechanical devices to de- the interior portion being apparently unchilled. The 
velop more power than is imparted is not an uncom- remedy in this and in similar cases is to drill a hole 
mon one; the expectation of gett.ing more than is given from end to end through the center of the piece. 
is a common hallucination-it is .the universal desire. .4 • I • 
But mechanical contrivances can only divert and direct Electric House Li::;btlng by Primary Batteries. 
power; they cannot create it. Numerous attempts have'been made to obtain a suc-

Some would-be inventors go ahead with their work, cessfnl incandeRcent electric light by means of second
and make their calculations with no regard to the ary storage batteries, charged from dynamos, but, ow
element of friction; but with the most favorable appli- ing to the small amount of electricity obtained in com
ances this hinderance to motion cannot be eliminated. parison with the power reqnired, these batteries have 
The writer has seen a top, 'Yhich was a metallic ring so far, we believe, not been proved to be a commercial 

(Illustrated articles are marked with an asterisk.) with a thin'web conn�cting the pintle and point, run, success. 
Ants. how the New Mexicans Harvester. cotton, the United after being speeded, thirteen minutes on a plate of One of the latest improvements '�his direction has 
Belreaf;l�:esi,:aii;.of."ciosing.:·:::.l� Ho��:i�sWhoiD:Jion;j':is"d;;e:::: lit! 

I 
glass. In this case, friction was reduced to a mini- 'been the production of a primary battery, named the 

Blasting coal with lime ............ 162 ff,��E.fl:,",;'�B.?.?.!l'ne:e�i�������'��l� mum, but it was acting continuously from the time "Aurora," which is really an improved bichromate so-1�����1���h�'i������.�·::::::: l� - .� �-� --
Brushing machine, Bekofsky<' .... 162 f����gg�:·i.�:c"Jl��eous·.::·.::::: iU the top was started until it finally brought it to lution battery, having a power which is remarka.ble 
�::il'a"::S�ni':n�';,.�rJii .. ·Of .. bY 169 l���\,":�.�������.���

u�:::::::::: llll! rest. The elements of weight, atmospheric resistance, for its size, and the advantage of not polarizing, heat
Cat:e�;;il'i,'¥'�raDi\da.·::.::::::::: ll\1 �rJ:Js�'gg�����8e��:t;'i;'k';Or::::}� rubbing of surfaces, and imperfection of workman- ing; or evolving any deleterious gases. Each cell holds 
Chloral.d .. nj1;er of .......... .. . . .. .  I65 Notes andqueries ............... 17O'I71 ship. combine to produce friction an obstacle that about a gallon of the exciting fluid, which, we are in-Cuff holder Improved. 162 Parasol holder for children's car- , 

�"e".:trl�g�!:1igb�P�,;;;���:: 162 pa�s�s�OOisioii,;·r;,iatiDg·tO:::: i�i no mechanical device can overcome. formed, is made by a peculiar patented process, and is 
r:y batteries .................... 160 Photographic notes ................ 168 The inventor sometimes misdirects his efforts' the the important factor in the success of the battery. Engltleers of the Mers:li tunnel" 1M Pipes. steam. fire from ............ 165 ' 

ExtjPs�
i:!�.�:i��������: .. ���':':-��� 162 �����:ap;;ttirig· bOiier;iii::::: i� means employed to com�ass a result may be inade- Two large carbon plates are placed outside of the 

Fire from steam pipes ............ 165 Savin):s bank. a curious . .. . ....... 1M quate or unfit, or the obJect may be valueless. There porous cup, and in the latter is inserted the zinc, of a 
Foundations. tubular, sinking Singer Sewing Machine Co ........ 165 b ftd ' t· h' h t ·  . 1 f t i t . f f I with dynamite .. ............... 166 Steamer for the Nile, English are ona e lnven IOns w lC are no even Improve- speCla orm 0 expose a arge amoun 0 sur ace, n 
��c:,�:���lti�'i!����:.��:: i:!i Ste:f.e�sr.\"a",!�eDin;.:::::::::::::: i:18 ments: It is useless to waste thought, time, and .the porous cup is put water, which in a few hours,be-
Gnn, bree�h-loader, with Vavas- Torpedo boats. submarine ........ 166 h . 1 d . t' d h t h d ·th th ·t· fl 'd f th t 'd 
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166 Tunnel. Merse' ..... ......... ;. ..... 159 money on some mec amca eVlCe 0 0 w a can comes c' arge WI e exCl mg Ul rom e ou S1 e 
naval' ........... .. .......... 166 �e�P�h:lrn�.� ... :���::��;.��.:::::}� better be done by hand, yet this is frequently done. jar. The zincs are well amalgamated to prevent local 
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The success of the inventor is more nearly assured action. We recently attended a private exhibition of 
when he is a practical workman, able to make a draw- a complete system of house lighting by the use of this 
ing, to construct a model, or, at least, to make a battery, as introduced into the residence of Mr. Henry 
sketch and whittle out his idea; for verbal explana- V. Parsell, of this city, and were agreeably surprised to 
tions to the professional model maker are not always notice the power of the battery in sustaining with 
clear. It is true, however, that some very valuable beautiful brilliancy several incandescent lamps, and 
inventions have been conceived by men who were the facility with which they could be lighted. 
not practical mechanics, but how much of the suc- In a room adjoining Mr. Parsell's laboratory, to
cess was due.to the intelligent skill of the model gether with a fine large screw-cutting geared lathe and Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers. 

PAGE maker and' the manufacturer of the invention is not other highly polished steel tools, were located on shelves 
I. ENGINEERING. ETC.-Prlnce's Bridge. Melbourne; Vlctoria.- stated in the letters patent. twenty-eight cells of battery. None of the tools were 

w.:�:��:�n:����·�fL���;i��c���':;'t���d�;W�t.;;.::":2��;��::; .. 4. • .. corroded or in the least damaged by reason of fumes 
Slbley CollegeLectures.-Principles and Methods of Balancing HARDENING CAST' STEEL. emanating from the battery. 

Force. Developed In MoviliW Bodies.-By CHAS. T. PORTER.-5 
It is no uncommon event to have a nicely finished In addition to its use as a lighting battery, it was fi��:S·U��· '�f' i���' i�·.��ti�-,;:,:,:c���·i�· 'f�;ii�t�hki��'��: 8488 tool or other article spoiled in the hardening. This is the shown that it could be employed as a motive power for 

cupola for coast defense. etc.-<I filWres...... ................. .. .. 84!lO more vexatious because the cause of the disaster fre- driving the large lathe, by means of a small Cleveland 
A Description of the Charlottesville Water Works. Va.-By E. D. 

BOLToN.-Several flgnres ................. ........... .................. MOO quently cannot be discovered. D efective steel can usual- electric motor, developing a force equivalent to one-
The Chalal.-Meudon BIIIlOQn.-Note read to the Academy of I be detected by a flaw. OveliPeating can be guarded third of a horse power. 

Sciences by Capt. UExAun.-With engraving. etc.:�� ......... ::�'O_ againsC, -and -tnere-may' be ill�itations to a-£mcture _ A.special switch was provided, which enabled the Liquid Fuel compared with Coal ...................................... &193 - -
Improving Water Powe",.-By W. S. FULLER ................ ...... M98 which are avoidable. Pieces are sometimes lost in hard- operator to-litllize at once tile furce from one to twenty 
Machinery and its Application ............... ....................... . .  M98 ening because they are not properly prepared for the cells, as might be needed. NlJdtmmTItywlIls experienced 

II. TECIINOLOGY.-Malt Maklng.-HyH. STOPEs.-Orlgln and pro- exacting test of fire and cold water. A piece of greatly in rapidly boring, with large sized drills, through 
. goress of the industry.-The malt tax.-The material used in malt-

ingrT� processes of manufacture.-The crude and. finished pro- varying dimensions will sometimes fly when it touches blocks of the hardest wood. two inches thick. 
ducts .......................................................... ........ .... &194 the bath, even if' the heating has been even and Many novel uses of the lamps were shown; half a 

Shoring.-The various kinds of shoring and uses of the same ...... &198 t . d . dl l"ghts placed in a cabinet of minerals 
Translncent Pictures.-Process employed . . .. . ................... &199 "suant ." Especially is this the danger if here IS a ozen slx-can e 1 , 
Working of Sugar Cane. Sorghum. or Corn Stalks for the Manu- cornered offset between the thick and the thin portion. whell turned on, instantly lighted it perfectly. In a 

facture of Sugar by DifI"usion.-By ED. LEFROY CULL ...... ... .... ... 8.';02 In such case�, it is better to les,ve the piece unfinished dome in the ceiling of the laboratory, "painted blue 
III. PHYSICS. MICROSCOPY. ETC.-Action of Light.-Elfect of and more uniform, and afterward finish it by grinding. and decorated with gilt stars, were hidden from view 

chlorine and hydrogen onlight�Color blindness:-Experiments of f il l Th h li ht d Dr. Pringsheim, Dr. Konig. and others .................. ............... 8500 The writer has Qeen quite successful in such cases by a group 0 sma amps. ese w en g e pro-
Liquefying Common Air.-Apparatus used.-2 figures .............. 8500 dipping the thinner portion first-when the form of duced a very soft, radiant effect, giving a light similar 
Microscopic Writing ............................. ...................... 8501 the piece would admit of it-and then the thicker por- to that of a full moon on a clear night. 

IV. ARCIIITECTURE.-Cast Iron :Work used by Architects ........... MOO tion, which would half temper the thin portion by its A special small Edison lamp of 40 candle power Prize Design for Suburban House.-N ational silver medal design. 
-An engraving .................. .......... ............... .. . . .. ... ....... &199 remaining heat before the entire piece was chilled. phced in a magic lantern was next lighted, and the 

Design for a Church at Frankfort.-An engraving ........ ....... ... MOO But articles of very disproportionate dimensions may pictures in the lantern thrown upon the screen. The 
v. ASTRONOMY.-The Shooting Stars of November 27. 1885. as ob- be casehardened in some instances and be equally brilliancy of the light compared favorably with the 

served In Different CountrleR.-3 engravings ................ ... ........ 8500 r 1" h t 
VI. PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.-The Gait of Nervous Persons. MOO durable. Ime 19 : l' ht f h t h' Recent Observations In Micro-biolo'lY and Their Bearing on the Cast steel articles containing cavities should always A pecuhar dark room ruby Ig , or p 0 ograp 1C 

Evolntion of Disease and the Sewage Question.-By F. J. }'ARA-

I 
be provided with vents. A die block containing a die- purposes, was shown, and also the perfect adaptability 

DAy ....... .................................... : ........................... M97 
sunk depression, not more than five-eighths of an inch 

I 
of small lamps for illuminating safely dark closets. 
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on a stand for desk use or for reading purposes, as weIl l Even the illustrous Robert Boyle believed in the I crisis in from five to six days, and sometimes causing 
as suspended lamps, were also exhibited. transmutation of metals, because in the usual orthodox death within three days. Usually but one lung is af-

We were informed that ahout thirty lamps of vary- way he had "received from .a stranger " a powder fected, and often the disease is confined to a, single lobe. 
ing candle power had been distributed about the which would change 1,000 times its weight of gold into A person may h'ave "double pneuUlonia," or pneu 
house, but the full power of the battery was not capa- a baser substance, and he did not see why the opera- monia of both lungs, and recover from it, but Hw 
ble of sustaining more than eight sixteen candle tion might not be reversed. He had probably made ('hances are against him. When the disease spreads to 
power lights at a time. what is most dreaded at the mint, an alloy of gold and all of t.he lung lobes, death i� certain, as the patient 

It was expected that for ordinary use but half a lead. The lecturer here melted down one hundred cannot breathe, and dies of suffocation. The diseased 
{lo�en lamps would be used at once. sovereigns, and cast a litt.le of the molten metal into a lung, at first inflamed, soon beClomes hard and leathery, 

In Clomparison with the results obtained, the loss of �mall bar, to show t.hat the metal was strong and and incapable of performing its natural functions. A 
zinc in the battery is exceedingly small. Mr. Parsell malleable and tough. To the remaining greater bulk curious fact is that usually no second chill occurs when 
stated that although th!J zincs had heen constantly of the molten gold he, however, added a trace of lead, another lobe is attacked, and there appears to be no 
immersed and the battery had been working for two and cast the mixture into a large thick bar, which, relation between the amount of lung affected and the 
months, the zincs had lost but a few ounces each in when almost cold, and when held in the palm of the intensity of the symptoms. All physicians agree in say
weight. He had replenished the battery but once dur- hand, broke jnto pieces upon being tapped with a ham- ing that. the disease is not contagious, but may be epide
ing that time, having used it every day. mer. A small trace of lead, he said, will reduce the mic, and it has been noticed that it is developed under 

The advantage of having electricity generated for breaking strain of gold from 20 tons to the square inch the same conditions as diphtheria-that is, the condi-
general use in one's house so easily, and with so little to 5 tons, as indicated by a testing machine. tions which produce diphtheria in' the young are apt 
trouble and danger, as this battery appears to furnish He then stated that palladium will absorb 900 times to cause pneumonia among adults. 
it, cannot be overestimated. its volume of hydrogen gas, and give it out again when Dr. J. R. Learning, special consultidg physician 

We understand its practicability has been so well es- heated . . A remarkable discovery has recently been in chest diseases in St. Luke's Hospital, has publish
tablished by prolonged experiment that a new com- made in France, that an alloy of rhodium and lead will ed a little pamphlet concerning't, entitled " Ende
pany, with a large capital, called "The Household absorb nitrogen and oxygen, and when heated give mic Pleuro-Pneumonia, as seen in New York during 
ElectriCl Light Manufacturing Company," of New York, them off, as gun-cotton does, with explosive violence. the past ten or twelve years. " In that pamphlet Dr. 
has been organized for the purpose of putting in elec- He placed a small piece of rhodium, containing 17 per Learning holds to the theory that the pneumonia 
tric plants in private residences and caring for the cent of lead, in a tube, and next withdrew the air from of the present day, or pleuro-pneumonia, as he calls 
batteries, keeping the same in order. the tube by means of the Spr�Iigel pump. The heat of it, is the same as the epidemic which caused such 

The small lamps, their attachments, and the battery a spirit flame was then applied to the end of the tube havoc among the troops in Canada during the war of 
are supplied by the Stout-Meadowcroft Company, of containing t.he piece of-rh9dium and lead, and the alloy 1812-15. 
this city. . broke up with a small explosion, filling the end of the That the weather has much to do with pneumonia is 

- , • , .. tube with metallic dust. The gases liberated were apparent. The number of deaths in New York city 
Impurities in llIeta]s. chiefly the same as tho given off by ignited gun-cot· for the first seven months of last year was as followA 

Mr. W. Chandler Roberts-Austen, F.R. S. ,  Chemist ton. January, 375; February, 486; March, 587; April, 512; 
of the Mint, delivered lately at the Royal Institution, May, 337; June, 229; July, 150. After August there j, 
London, the first of four lectures upon" Metals as Af- Pneumonia. usually a steady inClrease until MarClh, the most, fatal 
fected by Small Quantities of Impurity. " He said that The prevalence of pneumonia, its rapid increase, and month of the year. The death rate, too, is very high. 
Im:tallurgy has to deal at once with large masses and fat.al consequences in many instances, have led a num- The statist.ics so far published, both in hospitals and 
with small particles, for theinffuence of the latter upon bel' of our abler physicians to carefully investigate tbe private practice, show an average death rate of at least 
the former is out of all proportion to their relative peculiarities of this alarming disease, and some of them 20 per cent, or one in five of those attacked. 
quantities, and their action may be chemical, or physi- have published the result of their observations in a The theories concerning the nature of the disease 
cal, or both. Minute impurities in metallic copper way to benefit the public, not only by pointing out the itself are many and varied. Some physicians hold 
would render, he said, ocean telegraphy impossible. best methods of prevention, but likewise of treat- that pneumonia is only a local manifestation of a gene
Geber proved that the " cry " of tin, or the noise which ment, in the event of its occurrence. ral disease, others that it is a specific disease caused by 
it makes when bent, can be removed by purification. Dr. John T. Nagle, Deputy Register of Records of a specific poison, while still others hold as tenaciously 
Arsenic in the most Ininute proportion will restore the the Health Board of the city of New York, has given to the germ theory. 
cry of tin, and its action in this\'especthas been known much attention to the disease, and has prepared val- Without speculating upon these different theories, 
at least since the third century .of our era; arsenic uable statistical tables concerning it. from what has been said in which all agree, it is plain 
makes tin as brittle as zinc. Thl; fact that such small " The prevalence of pneumonia," he says, "may be that anything which lowers the vitality of the sys
proportions of foreign matter so alter the character of owing to a lack of ozone in the air, or it may be be- tem i conducive to the disease, and should be care
metals tended more than anything else to confirm the cause there is too much ozone. Sudden changes of fully avoided. Overwork, either physical or mental, 
alchemists in the doctrine of transmutation, and en- weather and high winds, particularly from the north has much to do with it, and this explains why so 
couraged them-in thcir attempts to make gold by arti- and east, certainly have much to do with it., and many business4en and brain workers become its vic
ficialmeans. A little arsenic in melted lead will make draughts of 'all kinds are bad, and should be avoided. tims. Sudden changes of the weather and draughts 
it more fluid, so that when poured down an inclined Smoking may be a predisposing cause, as tobacco is of all kinds are also to be guarded against. In a word, 
plane, say, of white paper, the lead will roll itself into certainly' an irritant. Anything which irritates the live temperately, dress warmly, avoiding all manner of 
small shot; with the arsenic absent, it will merely chill lungs should be avoided. If people would breathe imprudences, and you need have no fear of pneumo
in a black streak upon the paper. The speaker proved through the nose instead of through the mouth, es- nia.-Hall's Journal of Health. 
this b�xperiment, and invited attention to the fol- pecially when in the open air or facing a cold wind, .. � ••• 
lowing figures: the lungs would be less irritated. DECISIONS RELATING TO PATENTS • 

• ANALYSIS OF LEAD SHOT. " One great cause of the fearful death rate among Complainants received letters patent Nos. 64,404 and 
Lead, with small quantities of antimony, iron, etc . . ... . . .. . . 99'72 children from t.his disease is undoubtedly the crimi- 80,269 for improvements in tuck markers, which proved 
Copper . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. ... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . .. . .. ... . . 0'16 nally foolish way in which they are dressed. Many to be of little value. Defendant made impro,vements 
Arsenic..................... ...................... ......... 0'12 mothers seem more anxious to make their children on same which cured the defects and rendered the de-

100'00 look pretty than to dress them comfortably. On a vice marketable. Complainants obt.ained a decree for 
This proves what a very small proportion 

is necessary to produce the effect. 
of arsenic par with this is the folly of low-necked dresses among assessment of damages and profits for infringement of 

Zinc, said the lecturer, melts at 4120 C., and standard 
gold at about 9000 C., but if less than 0'2 per cent of 
�ilica be added to gold, it will soften in the flame of a 
candle. This was demonstrated by experiment. A 
trace of antimony in melted lead will cause it to oxidize 
on the surface much more rapidly than would other
wise be the case, and by stirring the mass it is soon 
transformed into a kind of pasty oxide. Cadmium also 
promotes the oxidation of pure melted lead, and that, 
too, with a play of the most beautiful colors. Mr. 
Roberts-Austen proved this by illuminating the surface 
of the melted alloy with a beam of parallel rays from 
the electric lantern, and projecting upon the screen an 
image of the surface of the molten mass: as the films of 
oxide formed they were remo.ved with a little scraper, 
to make way for fresh surfaces, having somewhat the 
colOI'll of shot silks. He stated that it IJlay not be gene
rally known that copper can be gilt as well by the ap
plication of an alloy of lead and gold to its surface as 
it can by an amalgam of mercury and gold. On the 
application of heat the copper absorbs the lead, and 
the gold is left on the surface. This process is recorded 
in a papyrus of the third century, now preserved at 
Leyden. 

The alchemists, he said, through several successive 
generations down to the year 1746, authoritatively 
taught it to be a fact that all metals were composed of 
mercury and sulphur, combined in different ways; and 
those of them who claimed to have made gold almost 
invariably said that they had done so "by the aid of a 
powder received from a stranger." Dr. James Price, 
of Guildford, a Fellow of the Royal Society, was the 
last of the alchemists who believed in the translIluta
tion of the baser metals into gold; he livej in the 
eighteenth century. Raymond Lully was confined in 
the Tower by one of the English kings, in order that 
he might make gold for the miut. 

women as viewed from a health standpoint. Ladies the above pa.tents. Held by Judge Butler, United 
so 'dressed will rush from a heated ballroom or thea- States Circu�Court, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, 
tel' into the open air, and then wonder that they have Bostock and Wife'D. Goodrich, that complainants must 
colds or pneumonia. Wear seasonable underclothing, show what proportion of pr�fits arising from the sale of 
and don't remove your heavy flannels too early in the the improved tuck markers was due to the original in
spring or defer putting them on until too late in the venti on, and that, failing in that, they were entitled 
fall. I should not advise people to coddle themselves, to nominal damages only. 
but one should dress according to the season, and Where one party stands by and permits another to 
should cover the body evenly. Add to this a proper take out a patent, and then takes out a patent for a 
regard for the general health and an avoidance of different invention, he cannot set up that he is the in
draughts, and one need not worry much about pneu- ventoI' of the first improvement. 
monia. " [The facts are as follows: Bgth parties claimed pI' i-

Prof. A. L. Loomis, in his "Practice of Medicine," ority of invention. ComplaJ.nant obtained a patent 
says: "It is a well-known fact that the disease attacks January '16, 1883. Defendant claimed that he 'made 
the poor oftener than the rich, the private oftener the invention at a time when he was employed by com
than the officer, the sailor on shore oftener than on plainant in his shop, and it appears that he stood by 
ship, the soldier oft�er than the civilian at t.h� samEl. while complainant madea.p�li-'lation for a patent with
post .. It is unknown in the polar regions and com- out making any claim, and subsequently t.ook out. let
mon on the Mediterranean, increasing in a direct ratio tel's himself for anot.her and a different invention. But
from the poles to the equator. Elevation above the leI', J. , United States Circuit Court, Eastern District. of 
sea predisposes to it ; north and east winds favor its Pennsylvania, Fraim v. Keen. ] 
development; rainy seasons or damp and marshy dis- The employment of mechanical skill to construct a 
tricts do not seem to influence it. Periods of steady machine in accordance with ideas furnished by another 
and extreme cold have little effect except upon the old, gives no right to the inven tion. The entire IllElrit is in 
but sudden changes are very disastrous. The first pre- him whose inventive suggestiveness conceived the in
disposing cause is age, the disease being most common vention. McKennan, J., United States Circuit Court, 
in early childhood, from twenty to forty, and after Eastern District of Pennsylvania, Yoder v. Mills. 
sixty. The proportion of male to female victims is as - , . , .. 
three to one. Any general condition of the body THE old and popular firm of J. Stevens & Co., of 
which debilitates iR a predisposing cause. The com- Chicopee Falls, Mass. , manufacturers of the celebrat
plications which render the disease so dangerous are ed Stevens fire-arms and fine machinists' tools, have 
those which diminish the nerve supply or weaken sold out their business to the new corporation just 
the musClular power of the heart. Bad sewerage and formed under the name of the J. Stevens Arms & Tool 
miasmatic influence are potent causes of the disease." Co., with the following officers: Joshua Steven�, 

Pneumonia usually begins with a chill, int.ense and President; William B. Fay, Joshua Stevens, George 
prolonged, generally at night, and followed by a corre- S. Taylor, Directors: Irving H. Page, Secretary; Jas. 
spondin gly high fever and sharp pains in -the sides. E. Taylor, Agent and Treasurer. The above took pos
The disease is very rapid in its progress, reaching a session of thtl business January 1, 1886. 
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